Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 11-24-13
This week has seen winter really set in and while I was very lucky on Tuesday to be able to put out snow mold trials at
Medinah C.C. and Kemper Lakes, I wonder if I will get to make a second trip that direction! Leaf fall has almost finished
though still some drains are getting clogged which has led to some wet surfaces that are not ideal with soil temperatures
starting to fall pretty close to freezing on top. Wind damage from the storm seemed to be focused further down state on
courses and the CDGA extends our sympathies to all who affected by the storms. The impact of rain fall was felt in the
Chicago area with courses receiving anywhere between 1.5 and 3” in the time period. This precipitation has taken time
to leave due to a lack of heat combined with air movement. Hopefully the early freeze thaw action doesn’t lead to any
extreme upheaval of soil profiles.
Reflecting on the success and enthusiasm of the Medinah Clinic has also whetted the appetite for further interaction and
conferences are going to start coming thick and fast. Winter education occurs first in Ohio at the OTF (December 3-5)
which is then followed by conferences in Illinois (Jan 7-8), Indiana (Jan 8-10), Wisconsin (Jan 14), Michigan (Jan 13-15)
and Iowa (Jan 28-30). These conferences which you may not be overly interested in are actually cutting edge and the
opportunities to garner new knowledge and access to top educators and researchers in unprecedented on a global scale.
You may take it for granted but there are thousands like you who will never get the opportunity – always consider
education in the winter. Equipment renovation, painting of buildings and all the other fun stuff have started to pop up –
time for next year has arrived already! Finally - enjoy the holiday season next week with families and take time out to
get plenty of turkey into you!
Climate:
At certain stages this week we have had some unseasonably warm weather but that has lived short in the memory as
hard frosts and below freezing high temps during the day have become the normal (Figure 1). Soil temperatures have
managed to get below the 50°F mark and will continue to drop from here on out.
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Figure 1. Soil, maximum and minimum air temperatures November 2013 at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL.

Of note was the fact that maximum measured temperature during the stormy conditions only reached 24mph. The
anemometer is in a buffered location somewhat and I would be interested to see what other locations measured locally.
Precipitation was higher this week with an inch measured at Sunshine Course during the stormy weather (Figure 2). The
lack of ‘good drying’ weather – wind, sun, heat – has meant that the top of the profile is now wet and ideal for
compaction. This weekend lake effect snow was predicted to have an effect on courses in Northern Indiana and that will
be the second snow of the year for those courses.
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Figure 2. Precipitation at Sunshine Course, Lemont IL, November 2013.
The days where rainfall occurred, humidity values were pretty high as to be expected (Figure 3) – other than that – it
was relatively dry air on certain days of the week. One thing I did notice this week was for some reason irrigation
systems are still running – though NOT on golf courses – if you see the systems running please inform its owner – they
are doing many many disservices to their wallet, irrigation system and water sources!
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Figure 3. Humidity periods above 90% at Sunshine Course, Lemont IL, November 2013

Despite one or two sunny days – light levels are still extremely low, with sun angle and day length actually
getting closer to the period of greatest decline for the year (Figure 4). The lack of light has not helped drying of
the top of the surface though I don’t seem to have noticed as much mottling so far this year which I would
associate with high light From my perspective it has been interesting to note how the decline has started to
actually taper off as we get towards the winter solstice and day length will revert to increasing again – even
though it doesn’t feel like it!
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Figure 4. Light levels at Sunshine Course, Lemont IL, November 2013
Once data arrives in from Peoria I hope we can give some complete information on areas that bore a stronger brunt of
the storms.
Disease:
Interestingly as I was out on some courses this week I did notice some scars still apparent from the late season dollar
spot activity and they may not get recovery now with the cold snap putting a cessation to growth and so spring scars
may be apparent (Picture 1)
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Picture 1. Dollar spot scars still evident on a course in Chicago this week.

Insects:
No activity of note this week and any grub alive at this stage should be very deep in the ground and if not – they need to
be or the act of self preservation will have been futile!
Weeds:
Weed activity has continued to disappear and no further problems are expected – just make sure that timing windows
are not missed for pre emergence next year and refer to GDD tracker for modelling.
Management strategy:
What to do over the winter when things slow down – wait – they never slow down!! Greasing equipment, changing
filters, grinding/sharpening blades, painting where needed, mulching/chopping down dead trees are just many of the
projects that seem to mean that the work never stops. Of course, planning for next year begins to take up time and
making sure you are maximizing budget dollars with early order rates which are possibly coming to an end soon. Of
course, many guys are trying to time snow mold applications as well and I would think many people have completed
blowing our the irrigation systems. Education and making sure you know what changes product wise as well as legal
ramifications are also in need of update. It never stops!
Research update:
This week we initiated snow mold trials on two sites (Picture 2) – with applications of standard contact/systemic
products in combination with some pigmented product at half rates being the focus. Second applications of certain
treatments will occur in two weeks time and then the statement is, lets hope for disease pressure!
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Picture 2. Post treatment plots on an experimental site in Chicago this week

Innovation corner:
This week I have noticed many turf managers covering their greens with sand, and many other managers putting down
covers and yet again some others putting down an application of paint / pigment on their canopies for the winter. I
wonder what each idea has got as compared to another and how guys have found that changing from one to another
has been of benefit or its been a finger burning exercise – inputs accepted at enangle@cdga.org – of course if you feel
you have an innovative method for winter protection then let me know.
Finally!
Some very intelligent and well reasoned comments have come in regarding the scouting report – please don’t hesitate
to continue with the ideas – it will lead to changes as long as it’s constructive.

Dr. Lee Miller’s most recent report is linked below dated 10-21-13

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update10_21_13.cfm

As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask, and you can call or email.
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